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Looking for an
unclean break

Dems doze
Over the Memorial Day weekend, more than 200 delegates from
30-pliis states will converge in New York City for the Citizens
Party's national midterm convention. And sure to be a topic of
discussion at the gathering are recent developments in Indiana,
where two peripatetic party members tested Democratic Party
waters—and stayed afloat.
At first, report Jackson Kopylcheck and Jim Simmons, the
Citizens Party of Indiana tried to field a five-candidate slate for
the November congressional elections. But the state's restrictive
ballot-access requirements—which the party is challenging in
court—enabled only two of them to qualify. Two of the
unsuccessful candidates then decided to enter the Democratic
primaries, which were held on May 4. In Indiana's 6th
congressional district, Walt Pearson captured 30 percent of the
^vote and finished a strong third, just 2,000 ballots shy of
winning the nomination. In the 7th congressional district, Steve
Bonney did win the Democratic nomination (albeit by a slim
margin of 23 votes out of more than 45,000 cast), garnering 39
percent of the vote.
Facing indifference—and sometimes hostility—from mainstream Democrats, Bonney and Pearson ran on a straightforward
Citizens Party platform. In heavily rural districts, they spoke at
length on the problems of farmers and stressed the party's proenvironmental, antinuclear programs. Both campaigns were low
on frills: The victorious Bonney spent less than $1,000 and
logged 7,000 miles driving through his district; 70-year-old
Pearson walked 500 miles while spending $200. With the meager
resources at his command, Bonney is given little chance of winning the general election in his predominantly Republican
district. Then again, his prospects for the May 4 primary had
seemed equally bleak.

Smoking and the bandits
Health warnings in cigarette ads could soon disappear, reports
the Washington Post (via PNS Radio), if Congress approves a
measure barring the government from regulating fairness in
advertising. The bill, introduced by freedom-loving Wisconsin
senator Bob Kasten (see Kehoe's piece on this page), wouldn't
specifically eliminatejhe^healthi wajrj|n|s.;J|ijt the measure would
limit the Federal frate^Commission's authority, and.that, says
one FTC commissioner, "will make it extremely difficult" to
continue cigarette ad regulations. The measure would also
permanently nix government attempts to ban ads aimed strictly
at children, and would prohibit the government from cracking
down on commercials that encourage the unsafe use of certain
products. The bill, currently before the Senate Commerce
Committee, has the strong support of the advertising and tobacco
industries.

Eleven years after their first effort, members of Vietnam Veterans
Against the War finally are allowed into Arlington Cemetery.

In D.C., 200 veterans
relive the war at House

i's been 11 years
since) Jim Wachtendonk came
back from Vietnam, but in a way
he's still at war. Jim was an Army dog handler in 1970-71. Jim
and fiis dogs walked communication lines and the perimeters of
fire support bases, areas regularly sprayed with the defoliant
known as Agent Orange. Now
Jim battles with health problems, numbness in his hands,
headaches, fevers and rashes.
When we last left Megaforce ("In Short," May 12), the set of
His two children were born with
the soon-to-be-released feature film was aglow with the blasts
congenital birth defects—a prefrom assorted mega-weaponry—some of which was lent out by a dicament he shares with more
titillated Defense Department. Now, thanks to the publication of than 15 percent of his fellow
a tabloid called Megaforce News, more can be told. It's the sort
Vietnam veterans in Wisconsin,
of scene the whole family can enjoy: "The hero, Commander
according to a survey conducted
Ace Hunter, and the men of Megaforce are idealists, romantics
by the state's Department of
in the truest sense of the word. But they are men of action,
Health and Social Services.
united by their motto, 'Deeds not words.' Members of the most
In mid-May, Jim Wachtenpowerful rapid deployment force ever created, they're the cream
donki camped out on the Mall in
of the military elite in the Free World....Their mission—to move Washington, D.C., along with
into action wherever freedom is threatened and the cause is just."
200 other Vietnam veterans and
Published by Golden Harvest Group (the film's distributor)
their families from 23 states and
and Twentieth Century-Fox, Megaforce News gives just cause for 40 cities. The action was organgiddy anticipation—especially to those moviegoers who couldn't
ized by the Vietnam Veterans
pick out the good guys in Star Wars. "The men of Megaforce
Against the War (VVAW) in
are outfitted in sleek, skin-tight uniforms, with shoulder patches
coalition with a dozen other
denoting the Free World country from which they come. The
veterans' groups.
enemy is in drab, ill-fitted khaki uniforms [preppy pirates?!].
The VVAW dubbed the four
Hero Barry Bostwick is a blond, idealistic, nonsmoking
days of workshops, lobbying
Megaforce commander. Villain Henry Silva is a dark-haired,
and marches Operation Dewey
roguish, cigar-smoking Castro look-alike."
Canyon IV. Eleven years ago
So, Bostwick, how did the filming go? "Visualize 30 Megamany of the same veterans were
Fighters and 10 Mega-Destroyers, all side by side, making the
in Washington, calling for an
charge and assault, running at speeds up to 60 miles per hour.
end to the Vietnam War, in OpThen—simultaneously—we all fire our rockets and guns. That's
eratipn Dewey Canyon III—a
210 rockets being launched at one time, each blasting off at
name they borrowed from U.S.
1,500 miles per hour!" And wait till you see the exploding
military excursions into Laos.
rattlesnakes.
In Dewey Canyon III, the vets
threw their medals on the steps
of the Capitol, then marched to
Arlington National Cemetery to
honor
friends who had lost their
According to the New York Times, Virginia Clark Clarkson of
lives overseas—but the DepartGlen Head, N.Y., recently offered James Watt of Washington,
D.C., a two-week scholarship to the National Audubon Society's ment of the Army closed the
cemetery's gates to them. Eleven
summer camp. Clarkson said she was willing to spring the
years later, for Dewey Canyon
necessary $57S because she thought the interior secretary might
IV, the Army grudgingly let the
enjoy the experience "and come to understand the point of view
VVAW past the gates of Arlingof natural historians." She got no reply.
—Josh Kornbluth ton Cemetery to lay a wreath.

The plot sickens

Nice idea, though

Though such symbolic'victories are now being won, said
Shep Gurwitz, a veteran from
Boston, "Congress is opening
up the wounds we've been trying to heal." While he and the
other veterans camped out at
the foot of Capitol Hill, the
Senate Budget Committee passed on to the floor of the Senate
a budget that would freeze the
Veterans Administration's allocation at a level $500 million below the VA's estimated needs
for 1982. Sympathetic politicians will likely restore a good
portion of the VA's budget, but
there still won't be sufficient
funds to help Vietnam veterans
alleviate the common burdens
of unemployment, disability,
incarceration and a wide range
of medical disbrders.
To try and change things, the
vets grouped on the steps of the
Capitol in jungle camouflage
and green fatigues and trooped
from one lawmaker's office to
the next. Some officeholders
were surprised by the veterans'
adamant coupling of issues—
"decent benefits for all vets"
and "no more Vietnams." After
a meeting with veterans from
Wisconsin, an aide to Sen. Bob
Kasten (R-Wis.) observed that
"traditional veterans' groups are
usually more supportive of the
senator's defense priorities."
"The military trained us to be
disciplined, to work together and
to look out for each other, to
struggle against odds," explained John Lindquist, a national
officer of the VVAW. "Now
we're getting a chance to use that
training, fighting for freedom
and justice. Only now it's at
home. And it's not just vets
we're fighting for: Vets won't be
guaranteed jobs or the health
care we need until everyone is."
—Daniel Miles Kenoe
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WASHINGTON—Despite Harris
polls documenting that more than
80 percent of Americans want a
strong Clean Air Act, conservative Republicans and pro-industry Democrats are trying to
steamroll crippling amendments
to the legislation through the
House of Representatives.
If public memory proves
short, the bipartisan coalition
may succeed. Congress passed
the Clean Air Act 12 years ago
in response to serious pollution
problems across the country.
The law spurred the invention
and use of pollution-control devices, including catalytic converters for cars and scrubbers
for power plants. As a result,
emissions of many widespread
and harmful pollutants dropped dramatically. The National
Commission on Air Quality estimates that over the past decade
Ihe Act has preserved 1,400 lives
annually and saved billions of
dollars by reducing damage to
soil, crops and other materials.
Yet many of the programs established by the Clean Air Act
are just getting started. The
standards to protect clean areas
under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration program
have only begun to be defined
after years of court battles.
Noncompliance fines, which
finally tooteeffeet thk^ea*tm&
designed to erase a violator's
advantage over a law-abiding
competitor.
Now a bipartisan bill—HR
5555, introduced by Rep. Thomas Luken (D-Ohio) and supported by 12 members of the,
House health and environment
subcommittee—would double
the allowable emissions for cars.
It would push back deadlines for
meeting clean air standards from
1982 to as late as 1993, and
eliminate car inspection and
maintenance programs for cities
with populations greater than
50,000. The bill would also relax
standards for pollution near national parks and wilderness
areas. Rep. Luken defends HR
5555 on non-environmental
grounds, saying, "Our bill
would contribute to reviving the
nation's industrial power and
protect existing jobs."
Rep. Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) has introduced another bill,
supported by consumer, environmental and health groups.
Waxman's measure would retain
current clean air standards and
include controls for acid rain
and airborne toxic particles,
which haven't yet been regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Waxman's bill has been
squelched in subcommittee while
Luken's awaits final action by
the full House Energy and Commerce Committee. If the Luken
bill passes, Waxman says, "millions of people around the country will be breathing dirtier air."
—Jane Stone
Original articles, news clips,
memos, press releases, reports,
anecdotes—send them all to "In
Short," c/o In These Times,
1509N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60622. Please include
your address and phone number.
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DEMOCRAT!
doubt and confusion about what role
Democratic Agenda should play in this
process. It finds itself locked out of the
official party process in which it was initially designed to intervene. Of the
groups in Newark, only ACORN planned
many as 15 races. It has also developed a human face." "They are going to cry even to demonstrate in protest at the
program on such issues as hazardous when they screw the poor rather than be- Philadelphia midterm convention.
waste disposal, plant closings, energy ing happy," Chapin quipped.
Some leaders of DSA like Massachuconservation and women's rights with
Michael Harrington, the chair of the setts tenant organizer and sociologist
which to judge potential candidates. Democratic Socialists of America Peter Dreier want Democratic Agenda to
"Our goal is to define a progressive (DSA), the main organization behind help organize and assist statewide coaliagenda and to run our own candidates," the Democratic Agenda, concluded the tions like LEAP and PIPAC—a strategy
Caplan told In These Times.
meeting with a rousing oration that that would place it in friendly competiNew Jersey's PIPAC was begun in brought tears to the eyes of a Connecticut tion with Heather Booth' i newly formed
1981, largely through the efforts of John Democrat, who had long been absent State and Local Leadership Project.,
Atlas, the head of the New Jersey Tenant from left circles and had never heard Other DSA members want i': to become a
Organization's Political Action Commit- Harrington speak.
grassroots movement of sorts. Few Agentee (In These Times, May 13, 1981). Like
Harrington, like the other speakers, da organizers contemplate another conLEAP, PIPAC brought together labor came down to the same point: The left in ference like that held in Newark, which,
unions, public interest organizations, 1982 and 1984 must have an alternative. while useful, was probably not worth the
Karen Burstein, executive director of the New York Consumer Protection Board, speaks at the plenary session of the
Democratic Agenda.

The battle for the party's soul
By John Judis
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gained some ground in the
South and Soutnwest since
1964, the Democrats have
sti lengthened their hold over
the once Republican Northeast. In 1982
and 198'
politic?" question in
the Northeast will not be whether Democrats o; Republicans will control the major cfficts, bat which Democrats—neoconservEliVDS like New York's Ed Koch
and Massachusetts Ed King or left-liberals like Connecticut's Toby Moffett and
New York : £ Ted Weiss. The Northeast
may see the rise; of a new Democratic politics that gmphasi/e3 f:coaosr.'.c planning
rather than the free market aM a reduction .:s.tUK than increase :~ America's
military p:r~sence in the world.
In Newark on May ;.js about 250 Democratic ycIitieiii>Sj trad?; ~:rcn officials
and wrorr-utsity argakiissrs gathered to
discuss ths party's futuvB. Tie consensus,
which £xi£.,tded ;ror;:: Bd Vargas, the
president cf tk. Hs;."t?or:i Cgrlral Labor
Council, tc Andrew Magyirs, the Democratic Senate candidate in New Jersey,
was that Democrats could not simply
wait for President Reagan to self-destruct, but would have to fashion programmatic alternatives to counter his.
"An issue-oriented platform must be
developed," Vargas told the meeting.
"The only way to advance is by opening
up a process of economic democracy
where the public is involved in economic
planning that is now private."
The meeting was called by the Democratic Agenda, a group organized in
1976 by Miv.ha.el Hanington's Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee to
develop a left platform for presidential
candidates. The Newark meeting was
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one of two recent regional conferences
called to begin formulating a left alternative to the Reagan administration's
policies.
The attendance at the Newark meeting
disappointed its organizers, who blamed
it on rival ACLU and NOW conferences
in New Jersey and on the temptations of
the first summer-like weekend. But the
participants were an interesting cross
section of the Northeast's Democratic
left, including representatives from both
Connecticut's Legislative Electoral
Assistance Pioject (LEAF) and New
Jersey's Public Interest Political Action
Committee (PIPAC). These recently
formed groups provide the model for
left Democrats in the Northeast.
LEAP was begun in July 1980 by former Connecticut Citizen Action Group
(CCAG) director Marc Caplan to provide technical assistance to candidates
for state office, Six unions, CCAG,
ACORN and several environmental,
feminist: and Democratic Party political
action committees provided the initial
funding, which secured them representation on LHAP's board of directors. In
1980S LEAP provided technical assistance to four state senate candidates, including training sad phonebanks. All
four won in heavily contested races.
In 1982, LEAP plans to target as

feminist, environmental and minority
organizations that gained representation
on its board of directors by pledging an
annual donation.
In the 1981 state races, PIPAC decided
to provide campaign consultants, phone
banks and field workers for four Democratic state senate candidates. One of PIPAC's candidates scored a surprising victory, but the others lost.
While Atlas views one of the losses as a
success—the candidate did surprisingly
well in a Republican district—he has misgivings about the way PIPAC chose its
candidates in 1981. Instead of the
member organizations debating among
themselves who should be supported,
PIPAC simply determined that only four
of 40 state senate candidates in swing districts were being supported by all the organizations in the coalition, and therefore decided to support them, even
though three of them were in Republican-leaning districts.
In 1983, PIPAC hopes to run its own
candidate in an Essex County legislative
race. It is also considering some future
role in congressional contests.

Reaganism with a human face.
Many of the speakers at the Newark conference took aim at what they termed
Democratic Party chairman Charles
Manatt's "lockout of left Democrats"
at the party midterm convention in Philadelphia next month. The new party rules
will prevent any plenary debate and decision on party stands and will limit participation in the conference to party appointees and officials.
Jim Chapin, chairman of World Hunger Year, claimed that Manatt resorted to
a lockout because he feared that the left
would finally be able to take over the party. Chapin termed the Manatt and neoliberal alternative "Reaganism with a

"We have to have a program. Ronald
Reagan is not going to elect us," Harrington said. "When the presidential candidates come to talk to us, let's not let
them say, 'I love you, I won't lie to you.'
Let's say, 'here is our program, and
where do you stand on it?' "
But among the organizers of Democratic Agenda, there was considerable

Exxon
Continued from page 3
of 1973 to 1980. But since the passage of
the Energy Security Act, the real cost of
capital has jumped to 5 percent. As Michael S. Koleda, president of the National
Council on Synthetic Fuel Production,
put it recently, "Synfuels projects, already
farther back in the investment queue following revised (lower) oil price projections, now find the entire queue delayed."
At the same time, Koleda points out,
the political timetable for synfuels has
slowed. Rather than divert money from
the military buildup to synfuels, the Reagan administration has accelerated oil
purchases for the strategic petroleum reserve. Meanwhile, the SFC has been treated like an unwanted child left on the
White House doorstep.
There has even been talk of abolishing
the SFC. That idea is based on the theory
. that the public should not put out money
for projects that would fly on their own.
But now project sponsors will enter the
current market only if it is skewed in their
favor by the government.
The costs of the Colony project were
too much even for Exxon. Early this year,
Tosco acknowledged it's estimate of the
Colony project cost had jumped to $3.7
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time and money spent organizing it.
But while there is some question about
Democratic Agenda's future role, there
is no doubt that the groups and individuals assembled in Newark from DSA to
LEAP to the Long Island Progressive
Coalition, will play an important part in
the battle for the Democratic Party's
soul in the Northeast.
M
billion. Exxon estimated the cost at nearly $5 billion. By April 30, the figure had
risen to $6 billion. Having spent over
$500 million, with no end in sight, Exxon
pulled the plug on the Colony project.
That leaves Union Oil as the only active developer in the field. In an interview, Union president Fred Hartley said
he wasn't surprised at Hxxon's decision.
But he resents the implications: "The notion that oil shale is dead because God
has abandoned it—God being Exxon—is
just ridiculous." Hartley noted that Union's project is less than half as expensive
as Exxon's in terms of capital investment
per barrel of capacity and, he claimed, it
is technologically more reliable.
What would it take to bring Exxon and
the others back to Parachute? Exxon
won't say. But another major round of
OPEC price hikes would help. Many
smaller companies want oil shale badly but
will proceed only if they get subsidies.
Several others are experimenting with exotic techniques such as ultrasonics and
steam injection to free the kerogen from
the shale in the hope that a technical breakthrough will shift the equation in their
favor. Until that is found, however, the
most obvious and ominous solution to the
synfuels riddle still lies in the Middle East.
But at any moment, war or revolution
could jolt the sleeping corpse of oil shale
back to life and send it crashing across
the Western landscape once again. •
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